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Abstract: The results of a shell model calculation for 25Mg-25A1 are presented in which the 
Harmltoman for the system was taken to be that  of  an inert t 60  core plus nine s-d shell 
particles interacting through the usual one-body 12 and 1- s terms plus general two-body 
residual interactions of the Kuo-Brown type The basis was truncated to include nine favored 
representations of SU(3) m each of  the two leading spatial symmetries ([441]: (66), (93), (74), 
(82) 2, (55) 2, (28), (90); [432]- (10,1), (74), (82) 2, (55) 2, (28), (47), (90)). I t  is found that  a 
(g/~)-dependent renormalmation of  the type proposed by Harvey but  empirically modified for 
axially asymmetric shape distributions is required to reproduce the experimentally observed 
ordering of  the three lowest lotational bands. The goodness of  Kj as a band label for the 
calculated eigenstates is investigated by comparing calculated quadrupole moments w~th simple 
rotatmnal model predictions. Calculated B(E2) and B(M1)  rates are compared with the 
available data. Results for relative spectroscoplc factors from (d, p) stripping on the ground 
state of  2*Mg are also presented. 
1. Introduction 
The experimentally observed collectivity of the s-d shell nuclei continues to provide 
a challenge to structure theorists who have as a goal a mzcroscopic description for 
these nuclei in terms of a relatively small basis 1). To be sure, large machine calcula- 
tions can be used to reproduce (or nearly so) experimental observations and do in- 
deed provide a very useful guide to the chemistry of these nuclei 2). However, such an 
approach, as useful as it is, may tend to mask underlying principles basic to the 
structure of these nuclei. In the present article an attempt is made to analyze results 
obtained from a calculation for the 25Mg-25A1 nuclei in terms of concepts familiar 
from the single-particle Nilsson picture a). 
2. Interaction and basis truncation 
In an attempt to provide a microscopic description for the experimentally ob- 
served collectivity of the 25Mg-25A1 nuclei, shell model calculations were carried 
out in an SU(3) truncated basis with the Hamiltonian for the system taken to be 
that of an inert 16 0 core plus nine s-d shell particles interacting through the usual 
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I z, l • s, and residual two-body interactions. Exphcltly, for the extra-core nucleons, 
V = Vl-bo,~ + V2-bo~, 
V J . b o d y  = ~212--~Zl,.sl., 
z 
Vz-body = Z V,j + V R . (1) 
In the 1-body potential the constant a was fixed at a value which reproduces the 
s-d separation m 170 minus 3 5 ~  [~ = - ~ ( 2 . 0 3 - 0 . 8 7 ) - ( ~  3 5 ~ ) =  0.12 MeV] 
while fl was fixed at a value which reproduces the corresponding d~-d~ splitting plus 
35% [ f l - - - { - 5 . 0 8 + ( ~  3 5 ~ ) =  2.8 MeV]. These values were chosen as being 
consistent with other independent determinations for the mass 18-24  nuclei 4-5) 
while yielding an acceptable fit to the experimental energy spectrum. (The structure 
of the calculated eigenstates was observed a postenon to be relatively insensitive to 
variations by ± 50 ~ in a and/or ft. For comparison, results with e and fl set equal to 
the 17 0 values are included as part of the calculated results presented in sect. 4.) 
Four sets of two-body mamx elements, the V,j in eq. (1), were used: (i) a set ob- 
tained by subtracting out the 3p-lh renormalization of Kuo and Brown from the 
matrix elements used by the Michigan State group in their mass 18-22  work *); (10 
a set obtained by subtracting out the 3p-lh renormahzation of Kno from the matrix 
elements used by the group at Oak Ridge m their mass 24 work ( K +  12FP) [ref. 5)]; 
(lii) the s-d shell bare G-matrix elements of Kuo and Brown 6); and (iv) the pure 
central interaction matrix elements of Akiyama et  al. 7) 
An appropriate core renormatizatxon, V R m eq. (1), must be added to these mter- 
actmns. The form of this renormallzatlon depends, of course, upon the way m which 
the basis is truncated s). (The 3p-lh renormahzation of Kuo is presumably appropriate 
for calculations revolving the full s-d shell basis.) Harvey investigated this question 
for axially symmetric deformations of specific SU(3) irreducible tensor character. 9) 
The proposed renormahzation, V~ymm~m~, which is to take the place of the 3p-lh 
core renormallzatlon terms of Kuo, is essentially a quadrupole-quadrupole interac- 
tion appropriately weighted ruth a proper exchange mixture lo). Explicitly, 
Vsyrametr,e  = ~xhco Z (3d~j3+d31-l-~c~jl+3d39)(Q ~" Qj), (2) 
l ' < J  
where the d 2 T +  1 .2 , I+  i are spm-isospin projection operators and the parameter x, a 
functmn of the distribution of oscillator quanta and hence 2 and #, is defined by eq. 
(7) of ref. 9). For nonaxially symmetric deformations (the minimum of 2 and # 
provides a measure of asymmetry, see eq. (4) below) we empirically modified the 
result to obtain 
Vasymmetr, e ---~ [ A + B  rain (2, #)]V~ymmemc" (3) 
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Reasonable results for the 25Mg-25A1 nuclei were obtained with A ~ B ~ 0.0l. 
(Calculatxons for a SO indicate that the muRiplicatlve factor for V~ymmetrl~ should be 
on the order of one-half rather than one as predicted by Harvey. Using this normaliza- 
tlon as a guide, we adjusted B and hence A to approximately reproduce the 2 MeV 
splitting of the Ks = ½ band heads m the experimental spectrum.) The dominant 
effect of this additional deformed field core renormalization (taken to be diagonal 
an the SU(3) quantum numbers) is to simply lower the average energy of an asymmet- 
ric representation of SU(3) relative to more symmetric representations. And for 
this reason the effect of Vasymmetme will be much more pronounced for nuclei whose 
low-lying spectrum is dominated by two competing representations of SU(3) with 
differing intrinsic deformations (e.g. 25Mg with 04~) = (66) and (93)) as compared 
to nuclei whose low-lying spectrum is dominated by a single representation of SU(3) 
(e.g. 24Mg with (2#) = (84)). 
Of the allowed representations of SU(3), (2#) = (66), (93) are expected to dom- 
inate the low-lying configurations 1). (The importance of these representations can 
be anticipated from a Nllsson level scheme for the s-d shell nuclei by noting that 
22+#  = em,x = Z [2n~(i)-n~(t)-n,(i)-], (4a) 
t 
# = 2Amax = E [/Tx(1)- F/y(/)] . . . .  (4b) 
where n K, ny, n~ are the number of oscdlator quanta associated with occupied orbltals 
an the limit of good asymptotic quantum numbers.) Also included were those rep- 
resentations of SU(3) hawng relatively large Casxmlr mvariants (hence large Q-  Q 
matnx elements) and/or favored through mixing with these two by terms which 
dominate the residual interaction it). (A semiquantatative measure of the relative 
importance of normahzed tensor operators can be obtained by squaring and summing 
amplitude factors for an irreducible tensor decomposition of the interaction. For 
example, from the results given in table 1 of sect. 3 one can show that V = 
Vl-bodr+V2.body [[MS-(3p-lh)] has SU(3) Irreducible tensor character of the 
following percentages: (2ot~0) = (00) ~ 75.4~, (22)~  12.2 ~,  (11) ~ 9.2 ~ ,  (44) 
1.4 ~ ,  (33) -~ 1.0 ~ ,  and other (20#o) ~ 0.8 ~ ,  where the complete scalar term 
with eigenvalue proportional to ½n(n- 1) has been removed from the analysis to get a 
more reliable measure of the relative importance of SU(3) symmetry breaking terms.) 
Only two representations of SU(6) corresponding to the highest spatial symmetries 
were lncluded. Exphcltly, the calculation was carried out in a truncated basis con- 
taining 
[441] (66), (93), (74), (82) z, (55) z, (28), (90), 
[432]: (10,1), (74), (82) z, (55)2, (28), (47), (90). 
(The (90) representation was included to check the vall&ty of our truncation prescrip- 
tmn; mixing of the (90) with the other representations should be negligible.) The 
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dmaensionality of  matrices that must be diagonalized in this 
compared to that of the full space is then given 12) by 
J Truncated/full 
½ 35/1434 




truncated space as 
3. Method of  calculation 
To avoid unnecessarily large array storage and minimize redundant numerical 
calculations it is convenient to introduce the techniques of second quantlzation and 
express all xnteractions in terms of an SU(3)-SU(4) irreducible tensor formalism ~ 3). 
Starting with an interactmn of SU(2) tensor character To in isospin space and J0 
in ordinary space (for the interaction of  eq. (1) T o = Yo = 0), straightforward re- 
couphng formulae can be used to convert from the j-j coupled matrix elements be- 
tween antisymmetnzed two-particle wave 
coupled mamx elements, 
((1; I;)US'J'T'IIT r° s°ll(/~ 12)LSJT) 
y~ ~/(l+~...)/(l+,~,.a,)z(lll ½ Ji) 
},~& t~ s' 
x ((j; j;)J'r'llr ~o J°ll(J~ h)Jr)x  ½ 
S 
functions to the corresponding L-S 
(5) 
where )~{ } is used to denote a unitary 9-j symbol of Hope and Jahn 14). In a shell 
where ~? quanta are associated with each particle the conversion to SU(3) coupled 
two-partmle states follows from 
((2'¢d)ES'J'T'[[ r T°" s°ll(£lx)LSJr) 
= E ~/½(1 + 6v,v2)((q0)/i; 010)/;]I(Z#')z'E) 
1112 
× ((ll l i )~S 'J 'T ' l l r  T° J°il(tl h)LSar)((qO)h; (q0)/211(~#)xL)\/~, , ,2).  (6) 
In eq. (6) ((q0)l  1 ;(~lO)121l(2#)tcL) is an SU(3)~  R31Wlgner coefficient 25). For the 
s-d shell, t / =  2 and (,~#) = (40), (02), (21). Both (2/~) = (40) and (02) are associated 
with a spatially symmemc couphng of the two partmles ( I f ]  = [2]) while (;~) = (21) 
corresponds to an antisymmetric spatial couphng of the two particles ([f]  = [12]). 
Antlsymmetry of the total wave function under particle interchange requires conjugate 
spin-lsospm symmetry; hence, the corresponding SU(4) symmemes are If] = [12] 
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and If]  = [2], respectively. Note that the SU(4) ~ SU(2) × SU(2) Wlgner coefficient 
<[1]k½; [1]~II[fJST> has the value +1 for both [f]  = [12] and [2], and therefore 
the two-particle states on the left of eq. (6) are automatically coupled in the SU(4) 
quantum numbers 16). Since the SU(4) labels are redundant, however, they can be 
suppressed in an unambiguous fashion. 
I f  a + and a are used to denote particle creation and anmhflatmn operators, the 
+ tfo%(no)t; [z]-~, -~ Using the irreducible tensor character of a+ is gwen by a(~o)l.n . . . .  ~ w , ~ ,.~,.~. 
scalar nature of the number operator 
Nov ~ + = a(qo)lmtmsm ~ a(qo)lmtmsmt 
lllllmslllt 
together with symmetries of the SU(2), SU(3) and SU(4) Wlgner coefficients 
<jm, j -  mlO0> = ( -  I ) ' - " X / I / ( ~  1), 
<( .o ) t ,  (o#) t l i (0o)0>  = (-9"~/(2z+ 1)/dim (t/0), 
<D]½½; [ P ] ½ ~ l l [ O ] O O >  = + ~, 
to discover 
a(,tO)tmtmsmt = (__ ] )n+ t-mt+-~-m. + ~-m~t(a](On)t, D s]~, 
l \ ] --ml - - m s - - m r  
allows one to express the interaction m the form 
TMrO-So E Vjo{[(i'#')(P2)](2o #o)Po t¢o Lo, [fo]So To} ToMjo [(/'~')0zt)](~,o,Uo)PoroLo 
[ 70] 
× T[(Z'XXuz)]t;ouo)ooroLo, [)oJSoro ro 
Vso{[(2'#')(#2)](2o Po)Po ~o Lo; [fo]So To} MroUjo ' 
= - ½ ~] ( -  1) z +u<(2'#')dL'; (#i)xLlI(2o po)~o Lo >po 
LL" 
SS" 
T T "  
× (-- 1)"([]]sr)<[f']S'T'; [f*]STll[fo]So To> 
x Z S S 1/x/(-~o+I)(2To+I)<(2'Iz')IJS'J'T'IIT T° s°ll(21t)LSJT ) , 
[Lo So Jo) 
X% 
"%"%= ~%/ \ ~-. 
,~,,t/ \ <*-~,. (7) 
¢ \ 
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In eq. (7) Po is a label used to dlstingmsh multiple occurrences of a given (~o#o) in 
the direct product (2 '# ' )x  (#2) (outer multiplicity label) while xo is used to dis- 
tinguish multiple occurrences of  a given L o m  (20/Zo) (inner multlphclty label). The 
tensor couphng notation follows that of  Macfarlane and French 17). Note that the 
SU(4) two-particle symmetry labels I f ' ]  and If*] appearing in the SU(4) Wigner 
coefficient are again suppressed in the tensor since they are uniquely determined by 
(2'/~') and (/zL), respectively. The phase factors appear as a result of  conjugation 
symmetry operations apphed to the SU(3) and SU(4) Wigner coefficients associated 
with the coupling of  the anmhilation operators. 
Table 1 gives results for the tensor decomposition, 
V = E V{[(2'~')("2)J(2o"o)Po ~0 Lo; Uo]So To = O} 
a l l  l a b e l s  
× Tt(Z'~')<~)3(~o,o)?o~o~o, ~7o3SoTo = 0. So = o (8) 
of  all interactions used in the present calculation. The results were generated using 
machine codes based on eqs. (5 ) - (7 ) .  The notation can be explained as follows: 
M S -  the Michigan State interaction 4); O R -  the Oak Ridge interaction ( K +  12FP) 
[ref. s)]; BG - the s-d shell bare G-matrix elements of  Kuo 6); YA - the pure central 
interaction of Aklyama et  al. 7); 3p-lh - the three-particle-one-hole core renor- 
realization of  Kuo 6). (Both MS and OR include, of  course, the Kuo-Brown core 
renormalization. To remove this in favor of the deformed core renormalizafion 
gtven by eq. (3) we simply subtracted the 3p-lh terms from both MS and OR. The 
resultant interactions carry the labels KB(MS) and KB(OR) in the present ana- 
lysis.) All units are in MeV. Also given in the table is the tensor decomposition for 
Vsymmetrl e of  eq. (2) (labelled by R for renormahzatlon) less the factor ½ xhco x 10 z 
- 2 which in units of  MeV is on the order of - 1 (e.g. for (L#) = (66), ~ = - 1.55 
whereas for ( 2 # ) =  (93) ~ = - 1 . 3 6 ) .  And finally, since X, l  2 and E , l , .  s, can 
be expressed as two-body operators, 
E 1,2 = (n - 1 ) - i  E ( 1,2 + Is2) , (9a) 
r r < J  
E l," s, = ( n -  1)-1 • ( / .  s ,+ I s • ss), (9b) 
t l ~< j  
the tensor decomposition for Vl.body of  eq. (1) is presented an the last column of table 
1 (labelled l Z + l  • s)  t .  The strengths, as shown, correspond to an a = 0.12 MeV and 
? A simple but powerful check on the calculation can be made by noting that 
L . s  = ( Z  z,). ( Z  sj) = Z t,- + Z = Eq,-s  0 - 1 Z  
and hence appropriately combining the 2-body tensor decomposltmn for Y~<s l~.s~ wlththat for 
~, l, • s, must yield for the n-particle system the usual (L- S) = ½[J(9"q-1) - -L(L+I) - -S (S -k l ) ]  
dmgonal matrix elements. This provides a sensitive test on phase consistency between the symmetric- 
antlsymmetnc (e.g. ()~'#') (#~.) = (40)(12)) and antlsymmetric-symmetnc (e.g. (:t'#')(/z2) ~ (2l)(20)) 
cross terms in the calculatmn. Similar checks can be made by using the complete scalar operator, 
the space exchange (Majorana) operator, as well as L z, S 2, and the Casimir operators of SU(3) and 
SU(4). The latter, however, are all scalar operators and serve only to check symmetric-symmetric 
(e.g.Q.'/z')(,u~,) = (40)(20)) and antlsymmetrlc-antlsymmetnc (e g (~.'/z') (/zZ) = (21)(12)) couphngs. 
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fl = 2.8 MeV. For all entries m the table which are not self-conjugate (e.g. (40)x 
(20) ~ (22) or (21 )x (12)~  (41)), the appropriate coefficient for the conjugate 
partner is simply ( -  1) L° times that listed. For L o = 2 there exists the possibility of 
~o-multiplieities. However, only the hermitian combination of ~o = 1 and too = 2 
can occur and this combination is indicated by a brace, the first entry being 
~:o = 1 and the second ~co = 2. When ~:o multiphcity occurs, conjugate partners 
are independent. The herrmticity of the interaction therefore reduces the total of 98 
distinct tensor operators to 63 independent combinations. 
Having once decomposed the interactions in terms of an SU(3)-SU(4) irreducible 
tensor formalism, the calculatmns can be carried out by making use of standard 
fractional parentage techniques 18) for the SU(6)-SU(3) reduction 19) and programs 
currently available for calculating SU(3) Wigner and Racah coefficients ~o). The 
required SU(4) technology is available m ref. 16). In particular, the energy matrix 
can be calculated using the general expression 
([f']a'(2'#')#L'S'T'M} J'M'jI T t(z'~"'*)("2a2)a(x°"°~°°~oL°; [LlSoro : so 
MToMJ o 
x I[f]a(,~IOlcLSTMT JMs) 
= - n(n - 1 )(JMs Jo Mso [J'Mj) (TMr  To MroIT'M~}z So O s ,  o 
× ( Z D[-f("-2)] <[f("-z)]%-2(2,-zg,-z);  [f(z)'](2'2#'2)P'l}[f']~'O.'#')> 
tf "-2'1,,-2 JD[f]D[f ' ]  (2n-2~n- 2) p'p 
× ([f(n-2)]O~n-2('~'n-2 #n-2); [f(2)]('~'2 #2)pl}[f]~(2#))  
x (_ l)z~ V d(~#) ~ ((&#)tcL; (,t o#o) ~Co LollOt # )~: L : o , ' '  ' '  
d(,k-2 #.-2) p, 
× tr((z#')(#i ~i)(z#)(~2 #2), (4._2 #.-  2)p'p(#0 ~o)p o p l) 
×(_l)X~]// d[I] E <[fIST; [fo]So TolI[I']S'T'>p~ 
d [ f  ("-2)] o= 
x U([f'][fl2)'*][f][f(2)], [f(n-2)-][f*]p2). (10) 
In eq. (I0), If] (=  [441 ] or [432]) labels the irreducible representations of SU(6) while 
[ f ] (=  [1] or [221]) labels the corresponding conjugate irreducible representations 
of SU(4). The ([f("-2)%_z(2,_2p,_2) , [f(a)](£z#z)p]}[f]e(2#) ) are two-particle 
coefficients of fractional parentage which can be generated from the one-particle 
coefficients of fractional parentage of Aklyama 21) by using a generahzation of the 
techniques Introduced by Elhott et al. 18) for the p-shell SU(3)=R 3 and SU(4)~ 
SU(2) x SU(2) reductions. The p-label 111 tins coefficmnt is used to distinguish multiple 
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occurrences of  a gtven (2/1) in the direct p roduc t  (/~n_2J[Ln_2) × (,~2122). The fact that  
a given (2/2) may occur more  than  once in a specific [ f ]  is denoted by e = 1, 2 . . . . .  
The two particle symmetries if(2)] and hence [f(2)] are, o f  course, uniquely specified 
by the (22kt2) o f  the operator.  The appearance o f  a Wigner  coefficient multiplying a 
recoupling or  U-function in bo th  SU(3)(z~o~<(2#)xL;  (2o#o)t%Loll(2'It')x'L')p, 
o o)popd) and STY(4)(E,Ai/lsr; 
[folSo 7"oll [f ' lS'r '>o~ u([f'l[y(~)'*][f][f(~l;[fc"-~)l[Y*o]p~)) is a result of carrying 
out  the summatmn  over SU(3)  and SU(4)  subgroup labels m the ( n - 2 ) -  and (2)- 
particle systems. The multiplicity labels p t  associated with the (2#) x (20#0) --, (2.'lZ') 
coupling, and p~ associated with the I f ]  x [fo]  ~ [ f ' ]  coupling, reflect the fact that  
a l though a factorizat ion o f  the matrix element via a generalized Wigner-Eckar t  
theorem is possible, care must  be taken to  proper ly  account  for  the outer  multiplicities 
associated with the highest symmetry groups  in the factorization.  The  D I f ]  in eq. 
(10) are dimensionahty factors  for  the symmetric  group while d(~#) and d[f] are 
dimensionality factors for  SU(3)  and SU(4),  respectively. The phase factors Z~ 
and Zz are g~ven by 
x2 -- ~ ( [ f l "  - 2~]; [ f l  ~)']II [ f ' ] )  + o-( [ f ' ] ;  [Y* ] I  l I f ] ) ,  
with ~ defined by eq. (40) o f  ref. ~ 6)t. 
F o r  the interaction o f e q .  (1), To = M r  o = 0 and Jo = Ms. = 0. However,  there 
exist two-body  interactions for  which this is not  true [e.g. the Cou lomb interaction, 
see ref. ~6)]. In  addition, eqs. (7) and (10) are also valid for  one-body operators (and 
hence can be used to calculate electromagnetic transit ion amplitudes for  which 
netther To nor  Jo need be zero) if all ( n - 2 )  labels are replaced by ( n - l )  labels 
(similarly (2) labels replaced by (1) labels), the factor  - ½  m eq. (7) is replaced by 1, 
t A note of caution is in order: In forming a completely ant~symmetnc n-pamcle wave function 
from the product of wave functions m separate spaces, 
1 
- E ( -  1)v("'tP([f]l(r))z([f]l(P)), 
the phase (--1)P(r), whlch IS -t- 1 for (r) an even permutation or --1 for (r) an odd permutation of the 
n pamcles, must be included if ~0 and Z transform identically under particle permutation If, on the 
other hand, ~0 and Z transform contragradlently with respect to one another under particle permuta- 
tion, the factor (-- 1)1"(~) need not be included Compare, for example, the dascusslon of Hamermesh 22) 
with that of refs 1 s,2a). The form of eq (10) is appropriate for the representatmns of SU(6) and 
SU(4) transforrmng contragradlently with respect to one another It must be modified to include an 
addmonal phase (--1)z+z' (Z = q0([f(")] [fc"-a)])-!-qo([f(2~][O]) with q0([f(")] [ft,-2)]) = ]y~t>,f(,~- 
Z~>~ft Cn) when in going from the Young tableau If(")] to [J (.-a)] a box is removed from rowr and s) 
lfunderpamclepermutatmntherepresentationsofSU(6) and SU(4) transform adentlcally Thelatter 
situation arises m attempting to combine the results of refs. ~9, at) with those of ref, ~6). Neglecting 
to include this additional phase reflects itself m non-hermman matrices for the symmetry mixing 
components (e g. (2~'¢t2') (~22~) = (40) 02)) m the mteractmn 
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and the factor - n ( n - 1 )  in eq. (10) is replaced by n. In this case (L'#') ~ (20) and 
(#2) -~ (02) are also redundant tensor labels. 
Making use of eq. (10), the full matrix for each J can be generated separately for 
each of the 63 independent tensors listed in table 1. The resultant matrix for fixed J 
and a particular interaction can then be determined by first calculating the multi- 
placative amplitude for each matrix (e.g. Vtotal{[(L'/Z')(/ZL)](L0/zo)potcoLo ; [fo]SoTo 
= O) = V[12+l • s ] + V [ M S ] - V [ 3 p - l h ] + ( [ A + B  man (L,/z)]£V[R]) and then 
summing appropriately. For the current analysis all diagonalizations and subsequent 
analyses using the calculated eigenstates were carried out on a PDP-10 processing 
system. 
4. Calculated versus experimental results 
The experimentally observed 2,) and calculated energy levels are shown In fig. 1. 
In terms of the interactaons listed in table 1, the notation can be explained as follows: 
KB(MS) + R --+ Vtot.1 = V[12+l ' s ]  + V[MS] - V[-3p-lh] + [A +B mm (2, #)]ffV[R], 
KB(OR) + R ~ Vtot,1 = V [ l  2 + I.  s] + V[OR] - VE3p-lh] + [A + B mm (2, #)]XV[R], 
KB(BG) + R  ~ Vtoml = VII 2 + l" s] + V[BG] + [ A + B  man (2, #)]LV[R], 
SCALAR + R  ~ Vto,,, = VII 2 + l .  s] + V[YA] + [ A + B  man (2, #)]LVER]. 
The results obtained with KB(MS)+ R give the best theoretacal predictions. The Ks 
bands appear to be well developed and compare closely to the experimental results. 
A percentage analysis of the calculated eigenstates for this case as given in table 2. The 
members of the ground state Ks = { band are predominantly ()t/~) = (66), K L = 2 
( ~  70 %) and (Lp) = (74), Kr. = 2 ( ~  10 9/o). The first excited Ks = { band is 
dominated by (L/z) = (66), Kz = 0 (~  65 %) and (L/z) = (74), KL = 0 (~  9 %) 
whale the second excited Ks = ½ band is predominantly (L/z)= (93), KL = 1 
( ~  60 ~).  For  comparison the percentage analysis of the calculated eigenstates using 
the S C A L A R + R  interaction is also presented (values in parentheses). As expected 
for this interaction, the SU(3) and SU(4) symmetry breaking is somewhat less 
pronounced. However, the differences are less than one maght expect, since the 2-body 
part of the S C A L A R + R  anteractlon includes only central (L o = 0) terms. The 
prediction of Harvey and Sebe for preferred mtxang of representataons wath the same 
2+2/2 (L+Z/Z = 18 -~ (66), (47), (28); L+2/Z = 15 -~ (93), (74), (55); L+2/z = 12 
-~ (10,1), (82)) appears to be less well verified for K B ( M S ) + R  than for 
SCALAR + R. 
As can be seen from the calculated spectra, the K B ( O R ) + R  interaction yields 
results s~milar to those for KB(MS)+ R but with a larger sphttang between the -~ - a  2 
and z-z5 7 members of the Kj = ½t band. For KB(BG)+ R the predicted spectrum IS 


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































470 J P DRAAYER 
0.5 MeV as compared to K B ( M S ) + R .  In this case the J = ~ member of the Ks = ~1 
band and the J = -~ member of the Ks = ½: band lie below 4 MeV of excitation above 
the ground state. The calculated spectrum using SCALAR + R interaction shows very 
strong decouphng effects leading to an inversion of  the J = ½ and -~ members in 
both Ks = ½ bands. [This inversion of the calculated energy levels within the Kj = ½ 
bands for the pure central interaction of Ak]yama et al 7) frustrated previous at- 
tempts by Vergados zf)  and Yoshlml Ak]yama and JPD (both unpublished) to 
recognize the band structure of  the calculated elgenstates ] Also included in fig. 1 are 
results for K B ( M S ) + R  with ~ and fl in Vl.body set equal to their 170 values. This is 
labelled by *KB(MS)+ R. No slgmficant changes are observed in either the spectrum 
or the structure of the calculated elgenstates. On the far right in fig. 1 is the calculated 
spectrum for the KB(MS) interaction, i.e., KB(MS)+  R less the renormahzatlon. The 
dominant effect of the renormahzatlon can be explained most simply as a shifting of 
the K s = ½2 band (dominated by (2#) = (93)) through the K s = ~ and Ks = ½1 
bands (dominated by (2/0 = (66) and (74)). This is indicated in the figure by lines 
connecting to those states whose structure ~s s~mflar to the band head configurations 
of *KB(MS)+R.  The decoupling inversion of the ½ and -~ members of the K s = ½2 
band when the renormalization is not present as due to a lesser J ( J +  1) strength 
because of the quadrupole-quadrupole nature of the excluded interaction. Although 
not shown, results using the bare G-matrix of Kuo plus the 3p-lh renormahzatlon 
differ only shghtly from those for KB(BG) alone and are similar to the KB (MS) 
results shown on the far right of  fig 1. This means that the 3p-lh renormahzation of 
Kuo and Brown and the Harvey renormahzatlon as modified in eq. (3)produce 
quite different effects insofar as the energy spectrum is concerned. It is important 
to emphasize, however, that V~ymm~t,l ~ does not change the structure of the calcu- 
lated elgenstates in any dramatic fastuon. 
The dashed levels an fig. 1 are intruder states whose structure in each case is such 
that they can be clearly identified as band heads for spin-orbit partners of what 
should be more highly excited configurations. For  example, the first dashed -~ level is a 
mixture of  the K s = -~ partners of Ks = ½2 (budt mainly from the KL = 1 member 
of ()~#) = (93)) and Kj = { (built mainly from the KL = 2 member of (210 = (66)). 
Similarly, the dashed ~ level is the lower member of the K s doublet built from the 
KL = 4 member of the (66) representation. These tell us that the K s splitting gener- 
ated by the interaction is somewhat askew. 
As a test of the goodness of K s as aband label for the calculated elgenstates, a com- 
parison between the calculated quadrupole moments and those predicted on the basis 
of a simple rotational model zT) is given in table 3. The calculated result for 
the lowest member of each band in :SMg was used to fix Q0. The results for the 
Ks = -~ band are very well reproduced, even down to the sign change asso- 
ciated with the J = ~ member of the band (this would not be the case for the 
dashed ~ level of  fig. 1). The results for the Ks = ½ bands are less convincing but 
understandable m terms of  decouphng and representation mixing effects which are 
2SMg-ZSAl STRUCTURE 
TABLE 3 
Band structure (quadrupole moments) 
471 
K~ .r Pure Kj band  prediction 
3K32--J(3"+ I) 
Q/Qo = ( J +  l )  ( 2 J + 3 )  
Calculated value ") 
25Mg ZSAl 
~ a) 0.232 (Qo = 0.650) 
½ 0.043 
--0.059 




½~ ~ 0 (0o = 0 565) 
--0.113 
- -0  161 
0.232 0.214 
0.051 0.061 
--0 035 --0.012 
0 
- -0  135 --0.126 
--0.150 --0.126 
--0.244 - -0  236 
0 
--0.113 --0.111 
--0.085 --0 102 
a) Qexpt = + 0  22, Q~at~ = +0,23 for 25Mg ground state ~i th  effective charge ½ 
expected to be more Important for members of the excited bands. Note that the 
calculated values were obtained using an effective charge o f  ½ yielding Qcalc = + 0.23 
as compared to Qexpt = +0.22 for the ground state of  25Mg. With an effechve charge 
of  ½ rather than ½, Qcal~ = + 0.19. 
A more sensitive test of the goodness of Kj  as a band label can be made by com- 
panng the amplitudes for the dominant (2/~) component of the calculated eigenstates 
with predictions for a pure Kj band having the same SU(3) tensor character zs). 
The coefficients a~L~CL[(2#)L ] in the pure K s band expansion, 
1(2#)KjSJM) = Z <LKLSKsIJKj> E a~L~L[('~IOL'II(2#)~CLLSJM>, (11) 
L ~L<--KL 
can either be obtained from eqs. (3.45) and (H.12) of ref. zs) together with results 
for overlap Integrals in ref. z 97 or more directly from the orthonormahzation matrix 
of ref. 15) as simply 
1 I1/OxL~L tel = KL 
aKLKL[('~]'I)L] = -N "O,LKL ~L ~d: KL, 
N = ~ <LKLSKsIJKs>2<(2bt)KLLI(~p)KLL>. (12) 
L 
The comparison for the dominant (2/~) component in each of the calculated elgen- 
states is made in table 4. As the quadrupole moment predictions indicate, the com- 
ponents with (2/~) = (66) in the ground state band (75 % of the total eigenstate for 
the ground state) do indeed correspond to a well developed pure K s = ~ band. Note 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ZSMg-25A1 STRUCTURE 473 
J = ~ state identif ied as a m e m b e r  o f  the  Ks = -~ b a n d )  is read i ly  appa ren t  by  no t ing  
the  nonze ro  charac te r  of  the  co r respond ing  a m p h t u d e  fac tors  for  ~c L > Ks.  F o r  the  
J => ~- member s  o f  the  Ks = ½1 and  for  the  J => ~ me mbe r s  o f  the  K j  = ½2 b a n d  the 
ident i f ica t ion o f  the  d o m i n a n t  componen t s  o f  the  ca lcula ted  elgenstates  as  me mbe r s  
o f  a pa r t i cu la r  b a n d  is less convincing.  
TABLE 5 
Reduced electromagnetic trans~tmn rates 
Jr I Jf Band B(E2) (e z- fro*) B(M1) (/~n z) 
m/out 
Chl ~) Expt b) SU(3) ~) Chl Expt SU(3) 
½ .ff out 4.7 3.5 53 
~ out 1 6 5 2 18 0 22 0.0027 0 0084 
½ m 10 96 72 0.11 0 045 0 024 
~} -~- m 15 110 136 1.8 0.54 0.39 
~' ~ out 0.003 2.8 2 2 0.014 0 0036 0 0096 
½ m 10 150 77 
m 2 4 22 34 1.6 0,021 0.79 
½' ~ out 4 8 2.5 4 4 
½ out 0.039 0 11 0.22 
2 out 0 35 7 9 2.7 0.21 
z, ~_ out 0.31 < 1 3 002 0.14 < 00007 0.0041 
m 9 6 142 77 
o 5-" in 1.1 < 690 7 1 0.012 < 0 03 0 023 
~-' { out 0.70 0.43 0.29 < 0.02 0 020 
½ out 1 0 5.4 0 10 < 0.07 0.051 
5 "  .~ out 1.6 0.0 0 14 1 2 0.70 
~, .~ m 8.5 2.2 24 
~- in 7.3 22 109 1 0 0.30 0.61 
~) Asymmemc (7: = 27 °) model, refi 30) 
b) Litherland et al, ref a). 
e) Effective charge ~. 
Tab le  5 makes  a compar i son  o f  the  ca lcula ted  r educed  electromagnetxc t rans i t ion  
rates  (B(E2)  and  B ( M 1 )  values)  to  exper iment  and  those  p red ic t ed  by  Chi  for  an  
a symmet r i c  unif ied m o d e l  ca lcula t ion  3 0). The intra-band B ( E 2 )  values for  the  low- 
ly ing member s  o f  the  spec t rum are  in overal l  reasonable  agreement  wath exper iment .  
The  inter-band B ( E 2 )  values,  on the  o ther  hand ,  show two discrepancies  in  the  
low-lying spectrum.  The  t rans i t ions  f rom the  J = ½ and  ~ (Kj  = ½1) levels to  the  
Y = ~ (K  s = {)  g r o u n d  state are  off by  an  uncomfo r t a b ly  large  amount .  This  we do  
no t  ful ly unders tand .  Pa r t  o f  the  reason,  however ,  is re la ted  to  the  fact  t ha t  the  SU(3)  
Wigne r  coefficient which  governs  the  s t rength  o f  the  in t e r -band  t r ans i t ion  is no t  
smal l  c o m p a r e d  to  one ( ( (66)xL = 0, L = 0; (11)~: L = 1, L = 211(66)1% = 2, L = 2 )  = 
[-~-" 29] ~ ~ 0.47). In  contras t ,  however ,  for  the  J = ½ m e m b e r  o f  the  K s = ½z b a n d  
the  co r re spond ing  t rans i t ion  to  the  g r o u n d  state is necessar i ly  h indered  because  the 
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SU(3) coupling between dominant  amplitude factors is unallowed (((93)tc L = 1, 
L = 1; ( l l )xL = I, L = 211(66)x L = 2, L = 2) = 0). Hence, an improper  mixing 
of  the two Kj  = ½ bands could, in principle, account for the observed discrepancies. 
A comparison of  the B (M 1) rates, also given in table 5, shows favorable agreement 
(at least m comparison to predictions of  the asymmetric model) to experiment. The 
ground state magnetic moment  was calculated to be - 0.68 #N whereas experimentally 
it has been determined to be -0 .86 /~N.  I t  is interesting to note that  the predictions 
of  the asymmetric model were based on an axially asymmetric deformation o f?  = 27 °. 
Simple arguments 25) based on eq. (4) show that the dominant (66) component  in 
the ground state band con'esponds to an intrinsic state with a 7 = 30°. 
TABLE 6 
Spectroscopic factors for Z4Mg(d, p)Z 5Mg 
Ks a r Nllsson a) Expt b) SU(3) e) 
~ 0.18 0 18 0.18 
{ 0 0 
0 0 
{t ½ 0.24 0 29 0.27 
0} 0.10 0.13 (0.01 
0.04 0 07 (0 05 
0 0 
½2 ½ 0 19 0.11 (0.07 
~- 0 17 0 17 (0.08 






~) ICjI z for q = +3 normahzed to 0 18 for ground state SU(3) predlctxon s). 
b) Compilation by Endt and Van der Leun e,). 
~) Pred~chon based on a pure (84) ground state for Z*Mg 
A final comparison between experimental results and theoretical predictions is 
given an table 6 where spectroscopic factors for the 24Mg(d, p)Z 5Mg stripping reaction 
are quoted. The Nilsson predictions are for a deformation t/ = + 3 which is less 
than that required to obtain a reasonable fit to the energy spectrum a). The calcu- 
lated results in parentheses are for a range of values as calculated using the different 
interactions of  the current analysis. The only serious discrepancy is for the J = -} 
member  of  the Ks = ½1 band. Again, this we do not fully understand. Note,  however, 
that  the predictions are based on the assumption of a pure (2#) = (84) ground state 
for Z4Mg. Since this is only valid to approximately 73 ~ amplitude squared of  the 
wave function 5), significant discrepancies may  be expected for spectroscopic factors 
which derive their strengths (or lack thereof) f rom coherent effects. Since this is the 
situation for those values in table 6 which are enclosed in parentheses, the resuks 
may be inconclusive. 
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5. Concluding remarks 
The successes of the current calculation depend to a great extent upon the vahdlty 
of using V, sr~,~t~,~ ofeq. (3) as a proper renormahzation of the interaction. Empirically, 
insufficient examples exist (namely one) to fully jushfy its inclusion. This we hope 
to rectify. Nevertheless, the structure of the calculated eigenstates (particularly 
members of the Ks = ~ ground state band) can in no way deviate significantly from 
the present determination mthout risking serious experimental-theoretical impasses. 
For example, without the renormahzation, the (93) representation dominates the 
low-lying configurations. And if this were to be a correct description, we know of no 
simple way to generate a J = ~ ground state having a posihve quadrupole moment 
of the right order of magnitude. 
As already pointed out, however, there may indeed be insufficient mixing between 
the (66) and (93) representations to adequately reproduce observations related to 
the Ks = ½ bands. If additional mkxlng is reqmred, it can only be generated directly 
for the J = ½ states through vector (Lo = 1) components m the residual interaction 
with (20#0) = (33) (For the (66) representation J = ½ implies L = 0 whereas for 
(93) it amphes L = 1 and hence direct mixing can only occur for Lo = 1; but the 
strongest candidate, (2o/~0) = (11), does not couple (66) to (93).)A more plausible 
conclusion is that the Ks sphttmg, although already large, is still inadequately splitting 
the Ks = ~ and ½2 bands. Increasing this sphttmg while decreasing B in eq.(3) could 
lead to more nearly degenerate J = ½ levels m zeroth order forcing greater nnxing 
through relatavcly small off-dmgonal elements m the dmgonallzation process. (For 
comparison, note from table 2 the differences m the (66) and (93) mixing for the 
J = ½ and Y = -~ members of the Ks = ½ bands.) Addational Ks sphttmg of this type 
may be available by increasing the strengths of the spatmlly antlsymmetric part 
[(2'#')(#,~) = (40)(12) and (02)(12)] of the interaction 31,32). 
Additional coherence may, of course, be gamed by expanding the basis. In par- 
ticular, the [4311 ]: (74), (82) and the [4211]: (82) representations should be included 
on the basis of the (74) and (82) mixing observed m the present calculation (15 % for 
(74) in the ground state and 13 % for (82) an the second excited ½ level). There ap- 
pears, however, to be no good reason to include addmonal representations of SU(3). 
One thing is clear; namely, that sensitive tests such as B (E2) rates and spectroscopic 
factors are a necessary part of any final test of the validity of calculated eigenfunc- 
tions. 
The work reported m this article benefitted greatly from earher attempts by J. D. 
Vergados 25) and Y. Akiyama and JPD. The expertise provided by K. T. Hecht in 
supervising the study is gratefully acknowledged. Thanks are due to J. W. Chapman 
and members of the high energy group at the University of Michigan for use of their 
computing facihties. The encouragang remarks and suggestions from members of the 
cyclotron staff are also appreciated. 
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